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GlOBal tRends in Oil

in 2016, three OPeC nations (iran, iraq and saudi arabia) plus Russia 
made the biggest contribution to the world oil production growth – 
+1.66 mbd.

Decline in US shale oil production after the fall in oil prices was smaller 
than expected (-0.3 mbd in 2016), while it began to rebound fast 
enough. this forced adjustment has reduced the oil price threshold at 
which production gets anchored: in 2015 it was estimated at $55-60 
per bbl whereas today it is only $40-45 per bbl.

2016 witnessed a record growth in global demand (+1.51 mbd) and 
falling production of liquid hydrocarbons in the us and other oil 
producing countries (-1.3 mbd), which jointly more than offset oil 
supply increases by OPeC and Russia. as a result, the oil supply 
overhang shrank from 1.69 mbd in 2015 to 0.53 mbd in 2016.

Oil production cuts of 1.8 mbd over the first 6 months of 2017 agreed 
between OPeC and some non-OPeC nations (Russia among others) 
have driven Brent quotations up to $55 per bbl by the end of 2016 
although the annual average was kept at just $44 per bbl compared 
to $52 per bbl in 2015.

if there were no agreement (“Without agreement” scenario), the 
Brent oil price in 2017 would have been only $43 per bbl while the 
oil surplus would have fallen to 0.15 mbd.  However, strong demand 
gains in 2018 will lead to oil undersupply of about 0.53 mbd forcing 
the oil price to grow to $45/bbl.

should there be no extension of the production cuts agreement (“six 
Month agreement” scenario), annual average oil prices are bound to 
stick around $48-50 per bbl with 0.66 mbd oil undersupply present 
in the world market already in 2017. However, production boosts by 
OPeC and other parties to the agreement over the second six months 
of 2017 will overlap the demand growth. all this will result in an 
eventual reduction of oil undersupply to 0.36 mbd in 2018.

to achieve oil market balance quickly and keep the prices up, the 
extension of the production cuts agreement is preferred. if the 
“twelve Month agreement” scenario could be implemented, a 1.35 
mbd oil shortage would develop in the marketplace already in 2017 
with a resulting rally of Brent prices to $55 per bbl in 2017 and $57 
per bbl in 2018.

Interestingly, a reverse pattern can be observed in 2018 concerning 
the supply/demand balance: a minimum oil shortage of 0.3 mbd is 
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present in the “twelve Month” scenario as compared with 0.36 mbd 
in the “six Month” scenario and 0.53 mbd in the ”Without agreement” 
scenario.

this means that manual control of oil supply to balance the market 
after the shale oil revolution may only have a short-term effect. The 
deeper falls oil production in the signatory countries, the faster 
grow oil prices and production in the united states. this leads to the 
elimination of the oil deficit and lower market share of OPEC and the 
adjoined producers. still, the question remains open whether the 
market gets balanced at oil prices above $50 per bbl in the medium 
term.

 
PROduCtiOn Of liQuid HydROCaRBOns

Russia’s production of crude oil and natural gas liquids (nGl) in 2016 
has set another record high of 547.5 mt, which is 2.5% above the level 
of 2015. in part (in august to October 2016), this output growth was 
some kind of the Russian oil industry ‘rehearsal’ for the oil production 
cuts agreement with OPeC, but it was also attributed to an extra leap 
day of 2016 (+1.5 mt) and higher nGl production (+1.5 mt). However, 
the main contributor was a ‘new wave’ of Russian greenfields (+17.5 
mt), which more than offset the declining production at mature fields.

Most of the growing greenfields fall under MET tax and export duty 
benefits. Tax-exempted oil production in 2016 increased to 197.9 
mt representing 39.5% of overall Russian output excluding Psas. 
in monetary terms, government support to the oil upstream sector 
exceeded 400 bln rubles.

Considering the net price determined as a delivery-basis price of crude 
oil less transportation costs, effective export duty and MET rates (with 
exemptions), the ural/Volga regions outstrip West siberian (khanty-
Mansi) regions by about $4 per bbl. However, east siberia and far 
east areas are the net price leaders who can sell their crude oil at an 
asian premium and enjoy favorable tax conditions and freight cost.

still, tax burden on all producing regions remains very high, because 
the fields operating in $50 per bbl price environment earn about $15.5 
per bbl net revenue on average, which is supposed to cover their 
operating costs and leave something for capital outlays.

Russia meets its pledge under the agreement with OPeC on production 
cuts, even moving a little ahead of schedule, mainly at the expense 
of West siberian assets. this is due to seasonality and optimization 
of wells on the assets with no tax benefits.
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there are 24 new assets with a potential to increase production by 
15.8 mt in 2017 and 13.2 mt in 2018. Any extension of the agreement 
is unlikely to affect their production, as the owner companies do not 
want to lose tax-exempted production volumes.

Key impacts of the OPEC deal will materialize on brownfields. Our 
2017 forecast under the “six Month agreement” scenario suggests 
that the growth rate of development drilling in Russia is likely to slow 
down to 3-5% in 2017 and 10% in 2018.

The “Twelve Month Agreement” scenario differs in that it extends the 
effect of optimization on the producing wells for some of the assets 
over the remaining half of year 2017 as well as it will require to reduce 
drilling as compared to 2016 to achieve the 546.5 mt target in 2017 
(this translates into daily average production of 10.9 mbd).

the “six Month agreement” scenario assumes it will be possible to 
further step the production up to 554 mt in 2017 and 567 mt in 2018, 
which is 4 mt lower than the estimated production potential that could 
be achieved if there were no deal with OPeC.

extending the deal for another six months (“twelve Month agreement” 
scenario) is likely to have an even bigger impact on brownfields as 
the unseized production will total 11.8 mt as compared to ”Without 
agreement” scenario in 2017, while the total liquid hydrocarbon 
production will drop to 546.4 mt. Reduction in drilling and new well 
addition rates by more than 7-8% vs. 2016 is likely to greatly affect 
the 2018 production. The impact can be about 15 mt compared with a 
more abstractive ”Without agreement” scenario, although oil supply 
may grow up to 556.7 mt.

  
BudGet and Oil industRy ReVenues

Hit by hydrocarbon price declines the share of oil and gas industry 
in the consolidated budget revenues in 2015-2016 has dropped 
considerably (from 32.6% in 2014 to 22.4% in 2016).

the lion’s share of rising revenues in the wake of oil price growth 
goes to the state. Similarly, the budget suffers more than the industry 
from oil prices slump, while financial performance of companies is 
affected less dramatically. In 2016, price of Urals blend dropped to 
$41.7 per bbl and budget oil revenues shrank by 0.6 trillion rubles 
while oil companies’ eBitda remained unchanged.

the agreement with OPeC is beneficial for the state because 
extra revenues generated by higher oil quotations by far exceed 
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the budgetary losses from production cuts, although the story is 
different for the oil companies as their financial performance goes 
down as a result of the OPeC deal. the budget is likely to gain 0.75-
1.5 trillion rubles from the agreement with OPEC in 2017-2018 while 
oil companies may lose from 40 to 220 billion rubles depending on 
the case.

despite the fact that the impact of declining oil production on the 
industry is negative in both cases (“six Month agreement” and “twelve 
Month agreement” scenarios), this is much better than what could 
happen if the government raised taxes. One may say that the state 
has discovered a less painful option for the industry to replenish the 
budget for the next two years.

To offset losses caused by lower oil production, the industry may ask 
for an extension of the profit-based tax (NDD) experiment to include 
flooded fields and waiving MET rate escalation.
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